Hanging Instructions
Fit to Print W5011
a p p l i c at i o n
For Type II wallcoverings, use Roman® ECO-778 or equivalent
clay-based adhesive.
Wet hang:
For this hanging method, the adhesive can be diluted with
water according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Apply
a liberal, even coat of adhesive over the entire back of the
wallcovering with either a commercial pasting machine or
a roller. Allow the material to book for 15 minutes before
installation.
Dry Hang:
For this hanging method, do not dilute the adhesive. Roll a
liberal, even coat of the full strength adhesive on the wall.

This wallcovering can be made permeable by a microventing process (minimum 8+ perms). However, permeable
wallcovering cannot compensate for water intrusion caused
by poor building envelope design, faulty construction, building
system failure or improper maintenance practices.
Existing mold or mildew must be removed from walls, followed
by treatment to inhibit further growth. Refer to the EPA website
for guidelines at www.epa.gov.
The wallcovering must be allowed to warm up to a minimum of
70º F (21º C) before installation, if stored or transported at cold
temperatures.
The weight of this product is above average (approximately
2lbs/yd).
This wallcovering should not be reverse hung when installed.

For difficult installations, such as columns or outside corners,
apply the adhesive to both the wall and the back of the
wallcovering and allow each surface to “tack up” before
installation.
Do not use steel-blade knives for smoothing the wallcovering or
seams, as the steel will damage the vinyl surface.
To prevent discolored seams and dull areas on the face of this
product, it is important to carefully wash the excess adhesive
from seams after installing each strip. Use a sponge dampened
with clean, warm water, changed frequently, and dry with a
clean, soft towel.
To assure a uniform installation, examine all wallcoverings for
color and repeat designs before beginning. Determine if the
color and texture requires the pattern to be lined up, matched
and/or alternately reversed.
Vinyl wallcovering can act as a vapor barrier and consequently
should not be installed on walls that are susceptible to excessive
condensation or moisture infiltration.

For any questions, contact your local representative.					

$3.00/yard additional fee for orders below 30 yards.

recommendations
Weitzner recommends hiring a professional wallcovering
installer. For a list of professional installers near you please visit
www.wallcoveringinstallers.org.
Always make sure the surface you are hanging on has been
properly prepared. Walls should be clean, smooth, dry and
structurally sound. Repair any holes or flaws in the walls prior to
installing wallcovering.
Make sure your tools, hands and workspace are always clean.
Please handle with care, never crease the wallcovering and
avoid touching the face.
We recommend priming walls before installing the
wallcovering using Zinsser® Shieldz® or equivalent. Do not
hang wallcovering directly on an oil-based primer.
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Always apply an even coat of paste to either the wall or the
back of the wallcovering. If you choose to apply the paste
directly to the back of the wallcovering, handle with care
during installation.
Always use a new blade for each cut and take care not to
overwork or stretch seams.
After installing a maximum of three sheets, inspect application.
If satisfactory, continue. If not, discontinue and contact your
local sales representative.
Note: The manufacturer assumes no responsibility for
installation of material beyond three sheets and will not be held
responsible for labor under any circumstances.
For product specifications and installation videos, please visit
www.weitznerlimited.com.

care instructions
Please wipe with clean, white, damp cloth.

For any questions, contact your local representative.					
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